New On DVD & Blu-Ray

Retirement Revolution The New Reality Hosted by Paula Zahn, this helpful PBS
special addresses the financial issues facing millions of older Americans following
the economic crash of 2008, exploring ways to survive on less money and to
increase income. Zahn talks to experts and those who've been affected by the crisis,
offering advice on handling money, dealing with health issues and Medicare,
considering a second career and much more. PBS
Craft in America - Season 2 The second season of this award-winning television
series delves deeper into the American craft tradition, exploring how weavers,
blacksmiths and other artisans pass on their skills and what inspires them to take up
such crafts in the first place. The master craftsmen (and women) featured in this
program include North Carolina potter Vernon Owens, California book artist Julie
Chen, Ohio jewelrymakers David and Roberta Williamson and many more. PBS
The Botany of Desire with Michael Pollan While visiting places like Peru,
Kazakhstan and Amsterdam, learn from author Michael Pollan as he explains the
natural history of apples, tulips, marijuana and potatoes and describes how common
plants such as these deftly manipulate human desires. Based on Pollan's best-selling
book, this documentary encourages viewers to look at the world from a vastly
different perspective and improve their relationships with nature. PBS
All Hell Broke Loose When former sharpshooter Will Drayton (Jim Hilton) moves
out West after the Civil War, he falls in with a band of outlaws who hire him as an
assassin -- until a change of heart drives the sniper to take up ranching and get on the
right side of the law. But when U.S. Marshal Ian McHenry (David Carradine) comes
calling, Drayton must once again take up the gun, this time against the very gang he
once rode with. North American
The Jerry Lewis Show Collection Brimming with loads of slapstick silliness, this
Jerry Lewis compilation showcases scenes from the comedian's late 1960s variety
show in which he portrays an assortment of delightful characters such as a nutty
professor, scoutmaster and hillbilly. Distinguished guest stars who accompany the
legendary funnyman on screen include the Osmond Brothers, Flip Wilson, Don
Rickles, Janet Leigh and Lynn Redgrave. North American
Ghost Month Always Follow the Rules In a bid to escape her nutso ex-boyfriend,
Jacob, Alyssa (Marina Resa) takes a housekeeping gig at a remote Southwestern
home. But her retreat coincides with the Chinese calendar's seventh month, when
dead souls allegedly raise hell among the mortal world. Skeptical Alyssa isn't
convinced by the warnings of her Chinese employers (Shirley To and Akiko Shima)
until she starts having nightmarish visions in this creepy horror extravaganza. North
American
Bounty To avoid execution, debt-ridden frontiersman Nate (Jarret LeMaster) has to
raise plenty of cash in a hurry. After capturing a female outlaw (Michelle Acuna)
with a hefty price on her head, Nate must evade a number of fierce enemies and
grapple with growing feelings for his captive. Full of thrilling shoot-outs, this
energetic Western from writer-director Jared Isham also stars Austin O'Brien and
Peter Sherayko. North American
The Wiggles Go Bananas The fabulous foursome of children's entertainment
performs their favorite tunes about the wild kingdom. Join Sam, Anthony, Jeff,
Murray and the rest of the Wiggles crew for an exciting musical tour of the animal
world. Songs include "Kangaroo Jumping," "Chicken Walk" and "Hippo, Hippo!"
Pop star Kylie Minogue joins the gang for a rousing rendition of "Monkey Man,"
while the RSPCA offers a special lesson about dog safety. Warner
Moon Machines Everyone knows the story of the first men on the moon, but what
about the machines that got them there? This collection offers an intricate look at the
earliest advances in space-travel technology, from the design of the Apollo
Command Module to the development of a shuttle navigation system. Image
Boot Camp Packed off to Camp Serenity on a remote Fiji isle, teenage rebel Sophie
Bauer (Mila Kunis) and a host of other troubled kids soon find themselves brutalized
by the unhinged Dr. Norman Hail (Peter Stormare) and his sadistic staff in this taut
thriller. Electronic ankle cuffs and the surrounding ocean make escape impossible
from the youngsters' hell in paradise until Sophie's boyfriend (Gregory Smith),
who's back in the States, gets involved. Fox
Smithsonian Channel's War Stories From the decks of an aircraft carrier to the
atomic bomb missions of World War II and the final resting place of heroes from the
Revolutionary War to the Iraq War, this trio of documentaries provides a multiangled look at war and its consequences. Viewers learn about life aboard the USS
Enterprise during wartime, hear crewmen's accounts of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki
attacks and discover the stories behind the stones at Arlington National Cemetery.
Smithsonian
American Wild and Wacky: Sturgis This entertaining documentary from the
Smithsonian Channel's popular "America: Wild and Wacky" series hits the plains of
Sturgis, S.D., to chronicle the mammoth annual motorcycle rally notorious for its
bad boys and their bikes, babes and beer. As rally attendees dismay local residents
and cops with a week of bawdy hell-raising, the bikers also compete in a series of
grueling races, dangerous stunt shows and more. Smithsonian
Animal Planet Animal Armageddon Target: Earth With nearly all the creatures that
once roamed the planet extinct, this Animal Planet mini-series sheds new light on
the evolution and subsequent disappearance of everything from the wooly mammoth
to Tyrannosaurus Rex. Drawing on cutting-edge research and computer-generated
images to bring ancient beasts back to life, the series recreates the cataclysmic
events from gamma ray bursts to meteor strikes that have disrupted life on Earth.
Genius
Barney: Jungle Friends In this bouncy, song-filled adventure, everybody's favorite
purple T-Rex, Barney, and his pals, Baby Bop and B.J., go on a safari into the
jungle, where they learn all about the colorful plants and curious critters that dwell
in the rainforest. Along the way, Barney's human friends also get a chance to interact
with butterflies, monkeys and even go on a quest for the mythical Higgledy
Piggledy Pear Tree. Hit Entertainment
Thomas & Friends: Hero of the Rails The Movie A mistake sends Thomas down
the wrong line, where he meets Hiro, a rundown old engine from a distant land.
Shocked to discover that his new friend is destined for the scrap yard, Thomas
enlists his pals Kevin and Victor to help save Hiro. But the three friends' work may
be doomed when arrogant tank Spencer gets wind of their plan. This feature-length
tale is the first to use computer-generated imagery (CGI) animation to create
Thomas's world. Hit Entertainment
The Real Story: Part 2 Discover the facts behind the folklore of Eliot Ness and the
Untouchables and film icons James Bond and Indiana Jones as this 3-episode
collection from the Smithsonian Channel documentary series explores the real story.
What are the true-life influences for 007's cool gadgets and debonair spy persona?
Which real-life explorers inspired Indiana Jones? And what do unsealed court files
reveal about the Untouchables' legal battle against Al Capone? Smithsonian
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The Box Norma and Arthur Lewis, a suburban couple with a young child, receive
a simple wooden box as a gift, which bears fatal and irrevocable consequences.
A mysterious stranger, delivers the message that the box promises to bestow
upon its owner $1 million with the press of a button. But, pressing this button
will simultaneously cause the death of another human being somewhere in the
world; someone they don't know. With just 24 hours to have the box in their
possession, Norma and Arthur find themselves in the cross-hairs of a startling
moral dilemma and must face the true nature of their humanity. Warner
Vegas Season One, Volume Two Sin City gets the patented Aaron Spelling
treatment -- including all the glamour without the grit -- in this vintage 1970s
crime series, with Robert Urich starring as easy-riding private detective Dan
Tanna. The opening season's second half finds Tanna swinging into gear,
flushing out fringe characters when he isn't handling matters for Desert Inn
owner Philip Roth (Tony Curtis). Guest stars include Adam West and Muhammad Ali, among many others. Parmount/CBS
Dynasty Season 4, Volume Two Filthy-rich Blake Carrington (John Forsythe)
and his deliciously dysfunctional clan are back for more over-the-top drama in
these episodes from the prime-time soap's fourth season, which finds Alexis
(Joan Collins) on the wrong end of a blackmailing scheme. Meanwhile, Fallon
(Pamela Sue Martin) has a crippling run-in with a truck, Krystle (Linda Evans)
finds that she's with child, and Dominique Deveraux (Dihann Carroll) appears
on the scene. Parmount/CBS
Stargate SGU Universe 1.0 When their base is attacked, a crew of soldiers,
civilians and scientists, led by Dr. Nicholas Rush (Robert Carlyle) and Col. Everett
Young (Justin Louis), winds up on the ancient ship Destiny -- which is desperately short on food, water and air -- and must fight for survival. Unable to
reprogram the mission of the runaway ship, the crew face off against new
enemies in this exciting addition to the Stargate sci-fi franchise. MGM
Ice Castles Oscar-nominated director Donald Wrye takes the helm for this
remake of his own 1979 ice skating melodrama staring Robbie Benson. An
overnight success in the hyper-competitive world of figure skating, Alexis
Winston ditched her hometown boyfriend in a bid for superstardom. Alexis is at
the top of her game when she's suddenly blinded in a tragic ice skating mishap.
Her spirit broken, the fallen figure skater seeks the love that will help her lace
up her skates, and reach for her dreams. Sony
Post Grad Ryden Malby (Alexis Bledel) always assumed it would be easy to find
a job with a college diploma. But when nothing materializes after graduation,
she's forced to move back in with her dysfunctional family and work full-time at
maintaining her sanity. The only bright spot is her steady relationship with her
best friend, Adam (Zach Gilford), but even that's starting to feel a little awkward.
Carol Burnett, Michael Keaton and Jane Lynch co-star. Fox
Becker Season 3 Ted Danson returns as caring but prickly Dr. John Becker in the
third season of this hit sitcom, in which Becker considers getting back together
with old flame Megan and defends himself against a lawsuit brought by a
patient with a heart condition. Meanwhile, blind Jake (Alex Désert) mistakenly
receives a driver's license, and gal-pal Reggie (Terry Farrell) accuses Becker of
giving preferential treatment to attractive patients. Paramount / CBS
Lizard Kings With impressive intelligence and some mammal-like qualities,
massive monitor lizards are quite different than other reptiles. This installment
of PBS's "NOVA" explores the mysterious creatures that resemble mythical
dragons. Traveling through Australia, lizard expert Dr. Eric Pianka takes viewers
on an up-close and personal tour to learn more about these fascinating
creatures, while a "lizard cam" gives an even more intimate look at their lives.
PBS
Hubble's Amazing Rescue After logging more than 20 hours in orbit, NASA's
Hubble Space Telescope was about to be scrapped because repairs would
prove too dangerous. This episode of "NOVA" follows the determination of the
team that finally did fix this remarkable instrument. Follow the 12-day mission's
five spacewalks by shuttle Atlantis astronauts, who explain the tough conditions they face in space, and witness the perilous work it took to restore the
Hubble. PBS
Between The Folds Filmmaker Vanessa Gould takes you on a provocative
odyssey into the mesmerizing world of modern origami, where artists and
scientists use the ancient art form to craft works of delicate beauty and to
model cutting-edge mathematical theories. Pushing the envelope of origami to
include caricatured portraits and elaborate abstract designs, these experts
examine how paper folding can reveal the profound connection between art,
science and philosophy. PBS
The Game Season 2 The lives of pro-football players and their wives drive this
"Girlfriends" spin-off's second season, which finds Melanie (Tia Mowry) seeking
more than just companionship from an old friend -- a result of boyfriend
Derwin's (Pooch Hall) infidelity. Meanwhile, Kelly (Brittany Daniel) discovers a
shocking truth about Jason (Coby Bell), while Malik (Hosea Chanchez) becomes
a sex symbol for an unlikely audience. Paramount / CBS
Legends of Laughter: Abbott & Costello Special, six-disc collector s set includes
extremely rare bloopers from film and TV; The Abbott & Costello Show on radio
(1942-49), a 1943 World War II PSA; the feature films Africa Screams (1949) and
Jack and the Beanstalk (1952); more than 20 classic movie trailers, charting their
careers from 1940-65; and all 14 TV episodes hosted by the duo of the Colgate
Comedy Hour (1951-54). Features the duo s top skits and a Who s Who of guest
spots from President Franklin D. Roosevelt to Marlene Dietrich and dozens more
of classic Hollywood s most-legendary stars! Infinity
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Lock N' Load R. Lee Ermey Season One Retired U.S. Marine and acclaimed
actor R. Lee Ermey gets his firepower fix in the inaugural season of this History
Channel series where each installment looks at the invention, development
and inner workings of a particular combat weapon. Among the armaments
the gleefully gung-ho leatherneck examines (and often tries out himself ) are
swords, pistols, rifles, tanks, helicopters, rockets and artillery. A&E
Beyond Sherwood Forest The classic Robin Hood myth gets a supernatural
twist when the dastardly Sheriff of Nottingham terrorizes Robin (Robin Dunne)
and his band of men with a powerful winged beast, which transforms nightly
into the beautiful Alina. It's up to Robin and company to cure Alina of the
dangerous curse while protecting his beloved Maid Marian (Erica Durance) in
this fresh take on a timeless classic, also starring Julian Sands and David
Richmond-Peck. Anchor Bay
The Brothers Bloom Adrien Brody and Mark Ruffalo star as the siblings of the
title, who have been working as conmen since they were children. There is a
constant tug of war between them, with Bloom (Brody) desperate to get out of
the game, while his brother Stephen (Ruffalo) drags him back. Like so many
other films, The Brothers Bloom hinges on "one last job;" here, it is to steal
millions from lonely, bored heiress Penelope while they pose as antique
dealers. But Bloom falls in love with the charming Penelope, and the con gets
even more complicated. Johnson's directorial debut, Brick, was a critically
aclaimed exercise in style, and The Brothers Bloom proves to be even better
crafted. In both its gorgeous aesthetic and its witty script, this is a film that is
incredibly modern while it remains in the spirit of classic con films such as
Paper Moon. Director of photography Steve Yedlin is a wonder with camera
angles and lighting, while costume designer Beatrix Aruna Pasztor perfectly
creates a vintage-inspired wardrobe for the stars. With these visuals, it might
be difficult for actors to stand out, but Johnson has assembled a fantastic cast
that more than holds their own. His three leads are great together, and he gets
wonderful supporting work from Babel's Rinko Kikuchi as a nearly silent
explosives expert and Harry Potter favorite Robbie Coltrane as a Belgian who
may or may not be on their side (and, in fact, may or may not be Belgian). There
are plenty of twists and turns on this road, but this fun film proves there's joy
in the journey. Summit
Away We Go Buoyed by the news that they are expecting their first baby, Burt
(John Krasinski) and Verona (Maya Rudolph) embark on a journey to locate the
perfect place on the planet to raise their child. But their quest inevitably yields
many unexpected surprises. Sam Mendes directs this quirky comedy while
Allison Janney, Catherine O'Hara, Josh Hamilton, Jim Gaffigan, Maggie
Gyllenhaal and Jeff Daniels co-star. Universal
Mandie and the Secret Tunnel The first feature film based on author Lois
Leppard's Mandie books, Mandie And The Secret Tunnel begins in the year
1899. A young girl named Mandie escapes to a mansion where she will
discover the secrets of her past, while simultaneously learning what the future
holds. Perhaps with the help of her Cherokee friends, young Mandie will learn
to overcome life's hardships while celebrating great triumphs as well. Arts
Alliance
Inventing LA the Chandlers & Their Timers For generations Harrison Gray Otis
and the Chandler family used their newspaper, the Los Angeles Times, to wield
great power over the City of Angels. This documentary chronicles the secretive
clan's role in LA politics, public works and more. A comprehensive look at four
generations' contributions to the growth of the town, director Peter Jones's
film offers plenty of insight for fans of history, journalism and Southern
California. PBS
Latin Music USA In this PBS documentary, host Jimmy Smits is your guide
through the history and influence of Latino music in America, from the
mambo clubs of the mid-20th century to the Latin pop explosion that kicked
off the new millennium. The film relates the stories of salsa great Marc
Anthony, Texas conjunto maestro Flaco Jiménez, pop songstress Linda
Rondstadt and many others, while bringing light to the significance of this
music in American culture. PBS
Inspector Lewis Series 2 After serving a lengthy tenure as protégé to the
renowned Inspector Morse, hardworking constable Robert Lewis (Kevin
Whately) is solving tough cases with the aid of his brainiac sidekick, Detective
Sgt. James Hathaway (Laurence Fox). This installment of the sleuth series finds
the duo investigating the double murder of an art student and a gambler, the
mysterious death of a German history professor and the killing of a rape
suspect. WGBH Boston
Ghost Cat When Wes Merritt (Michael Ontkean) and his 14-year-old daughter,
Natalie (Ellen Page, pre-Juno), move into a beautiful house that once belonged
to the late, cat-loving Mrs. Ashboro (Shirley Knight), their arrival is marked by a
series of bizarre events. The only explanation seems to be that the former
occupant's cat, Margaret who died the same day as her owner is back to haunt
the house in this purr-fectly spooky family film. North American
Jack Brown Genius In this New Zealand fantasy-comedy, the spirit of an
inventive monk who died 1000 years ago while trying out his newest
invention a pair of wings enters the mind of a young contemporary inventor,
Jack Brown, and tries to force him to learn to fly. But Jack is already busy
avoiding the Boss, who is trying to get his formula for a new source of power.
Jack is assisted by his best pal, Dennis, and his female friend, Eileen, who is
secretly in love with Jack. Lionsgate

